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July 2016 Newsletter 

Hi all, 

 

Despite the fact that we are in the middle of a nasty winter with lots of cold 

and flu symptoms affecting every second person you meet, your Club has run 

some very well supported events over the past months. 

Unfortunately we didn’t get to Dartmouth Dam in April, but some details arose 

about the number and size of our boats on that waterway, so some re-thinking 

of that destination will be required. For those of you looking forward to going 

there .......... don’t give up hope just yet! 

First aid course that Lea put so much effort into arranging was a great 

afternoon and evening. Doesn’t matter how many times you do a first aid 

course you always learn something new. Our guest presenter, Mary, also had 

some excellent ideas for us to ponder in emergency boating situations.  We 

soon all agreed that Kenny would make a great crash test dummy in another 

life! 

I hope they don’t leave me this way and go to the pub! 

 

 

 



Mudgee weekend was success. Our hosts at the Cudgegong Valley Motel were 

most gracious and ferried us all over town for our evening meals and welcome 

beverages. Highlights of the trip were the Saturday wine tour and stumbling 

across the Gulgong races on Sunday (thanks Bob and your reliable GPS). 

Next event is the Riverwood Downs weekends fast approaching. It’s never too 

late and some details are in this Newsletter if you are still undecided. 

After that it will be time to start thinking about thawing out after the big chill. 

Get those Whittley services done, fix that blocked toilet, check the batteries 

and away we go! 

 September 17th we are off to Shoalhaven with Club legend Michael F in 

charge. He’s just passed his eye test at the RMS and raring to go.  

 October  long weekend sees us head north to the lovely Manning River 

with John Whittles at the helm. 

 November is the now famous Whittley AGM which rivals the UFC some 

years. Always a great party so don’t miss it (12th & 13th). 

 December has the Whittley Xmas Party and of course the much awaited 

Harbour and New Year’s Eve cruises. 

 

As always we ask you send in anything you believe would be of interest to 

other members (photos are always great) so we can add to future mail-outs. 

I hope this Newsletter finds you all well and trust to see you soon out at 

Riverwood Downs or on the beautiful waterways. 

 

Phil Sparks 

President 

 

 

 



(1) CRUISE REPORTS        

 

 

 

 

SYDNEY BOAT SHOW 

This year with all the construction work at Darling Harbour, the Show was 

again divided between Darling Harbour for the big boats, and Glebe Island for 

the trailer boats and marine accessories. This temporary arrangement has seen 

numbers dwindle over the years of both exhibitors and visitors. Next year back 

at Darling harbour in the new Convention Centre will undoubtedly be a 

bumper year for the 50th anniversary. 

Nonetheless, a steady stream of Whittley Club members were seen wandering 

around the various stands hunting down a bargain or that never before seen 

thingamajig! 

Hunts Marine generously extended the courtesy of sharing their impressive 

stand for our Club to have its display 

“Come and see what I have to offer, I’m harmless” 

 



Great work by the First Lady in signing up 2 new 

members .......... glasses next time? 

Understandably we were absolutely overrun with enquiries that next year we 

might require 2 booths! 

With all that malarkey over and done with, it was off for a slap up dinner. Rob 

and Sally revelled in the chance to get out by themselves and led the charge to 

the Braza Brazilian (near the ruins of the old Entertainment Centre). 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

The Honour Roll of attendees :- 

 Phil & Jenny                                                             

 John & Jan 

 Ian & Judy 

 Kenny and Helen 

 Craig & Leanne 

 Tony & his man bag 

 Alex & Angela 

 Bob & Lea 

 Roger & Athena 

 Michael & Diana 

 Phil & Silva 

 Bruce & Sharon 

 Rob & Sally 



The girls found the drummers very easy on 

the eye ......... haven’t seen Leanne clean her 

glasses so much in 5 minutes in the whole 

time I’ve known her!! 

 

 

 

 

From the glint in Bob’s eye the 

Samba girls guessed it was his 

birthday and soon he commanded 

the floor in true Whittley style! 

 

The 2 Phils quickly negotiated a 

free round of beers for the table if 

we guaranteed that Bob would 

keep his kit on 

 

The motto at Braza is “ no-one leaves with an empty stomach” and we sure 

lived up to that! 

However with the thirst not totally yet satisfied we strolled back to the 

Pumphouse to really celebrate with the birthday boy. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

All up it was a great night and thanks to everyone for making it so memorable! 

(2) SPECIAL NEWS EVENTS  

Whittleys Away 

It’s been holiday abroad time for a large portion of your committee 

accompanied by a crew of illustrious former members who sadly we don’t see 

so much of anymore. The beauty of Thailand, steeped in such tradition, will 

undoubtedly have lasting memories for those fortunate travellers 

 

these guys can get a raft up going 

anywhere! 

 these little 

ducks are 

more travelled 

than me!   

 

 

in the words of Mr G Pyle 

“shame, shame, shame” 

 



 

 

 

 

Either drinks are very expensive or the budget was being stretched by this point? 
Naturally the other members of the committee have soldiered on with the 

increased workload of day to day business! 

Around the Bilge 

Big news for some of our favourite members! Peter and Sue have just 

moved the Valley of the Gods up on the Central Coast. Before the 

dust began to settle, they are to be joined by Ray and Maxine who 

have also sold up and announced their respective retirements! 

 

Spot the Celebrity 

I just put this in coz I think it’s a great photo and Julia Gillard is in 

the background! 

 

 

Happy Birthday 



 

 

 

 

 

A great big Whittley birthday wish :- 

 Bob Lilley  

 Angela Munz 

Best wishes and looking forward to seeing you all at Riverwood 

Downs!! 

  



Riverwood Downs Trip (12-14 August) 

Hi all, 

The cost is $42 per room per night, so $84 for the two nights. Each room can fit 4 people 

and is ideal for kids (see photo) but not so comfortable for adults unless you are all very 

close. I suggest that you assume 2 per room and with extra adults having a separate room at 

an extra cost of $84.  

Friends are welcome but they would need to be in your vehicle or you in theirs. The vehicle 

will need to have a CB radio, either fixed or handheld. Either will suffice. 

We reserved 12 rooms in the Bunkhouse back in January following our request for 

expressions of interest in the weekend. If we could have booked 20 rooms, then we would 

have been given exclusive access to the Bunkhouse. At that time, there were no other 

bookings for that weekend and it may be that no one else will as it will be winter. As such, if 

we require additional rooms then I am sure that we can book a few more. Time will tell.   

Bye the way, bring some fold-up chairs and warm coats for around the fireplace (see photo). 

Just to clarify our position, the Whittley Club has paid a deposit of $504 for 12 rooms for 

two nights in the Bunkhouse.  The unpaid balance is also $504.  Whilst this is a Club activity 

and has paid the deposit, the Club will require reimbursement by those that attend and stay 

in the Bunkhouse.   

When I have final numbers I will contact Riverwood Downs regarding the timing of a final 

payment. It will probably be easiest for the Club to make the payment and then request 

individuals reimburse the Club just as we do for on-water activities. 

As indicated in my previous email, I am aware that some people are looking at alternative 

and slightly more comfortable accommodation and they need to book and pay separately. 

The tracks are good and the bush is fabulous. The more that can come along, the better. 

Cheers, 

Garry 

0419462237  

grbaglin@optusnet.com.au 

 

mailto:grbaglin@optusnet.com.au

